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Storage-, layout- and installation instructions
1.) Storage and installation & cleaning and disinfection
Plastic slats made of polypropylen (PP) are not UV-resistent. During storage and after installation a permanent UV-radiation
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2.) Support design
2.) Support
design
For installations
of our slats and heat pads it is required to use 5 mm wide rolled and galvanized steel flat bar

supports manufactured to DIN EN 10025, dimensional tolerances to DIN EN 10058 or of 5 mm wide s-s flat bar supports.

For installations of our slats and heat pads it is required to use 5 mm wide rolled and galvanized steel flat bar
For the required support height consult our „support tables“ on page 7 of this price list (only recommendations).
supports manufactured to DIN EN 10025, dimensional tolerances to DIN EN 10058 or of 5 mm wide s-s flat bar supports.
They do not eliminate the need for a static load analysis for each individual project.
For the required support height consult our „support tables“ on page 7 of this price list (only recommendations).
They do not eliminate the need for a static load analysis for each individual project.

3.) Installation plastic slats

3.1 Our plastic slats can be cut in length every 10 cm between the double supports which were specifically designed for

3.) Installation
this purpose. Inplastic
most casesslats
the cut-off can be used again in the next rows of the floor system. Any cuts outside of the specified
10 cm raster (outside of the double supports) will drastically reduce the support strength and the load rating of this slat.

3.1 Our plastic slats can be cut in length every 10 cm between the double supports which were specifically designed for
this purpose. In most cases the cut-off can be used again in the next rows of the floor system. Any cuts outside of the specified
3.2 When installing plastic slats, temperature dependant dimensional variations (cold - / warm +) need to be considered.
10 cm raster (outside of the double supports) will drastically reduce the support strength and the load rating of this slat.
We recommend installing all slats at „room temperature“.
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3.4 When plastic slats are used in partial perforated farrowing pens (solid cement area at the front), a support has to be
installed at the concrete wall to prevent the ends of the plastic slats from bending und breaking in this area.
3.5 In straigt farrowing pens with trough depth from 400 mm our plastic farrowing slat „Picco 300“ can be used
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4.) Heat pads and electronic controllers

4.1 Up to eight warm water heat pads can be connected in series to the same water circuit. The conncetion and start up of our
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4.2 For electrical heat pads and their controllers the requirements DIN/VDE 0100 are to be followed.
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